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please note: before making your project, check for any pattern updates at windhamfabrics.com’s free projects section.

e: info@windhamfabrics.com 
p: 201-659-0444 • f: 201-659-9719

Milestone Mat
Designed by Kelly Ventura, Written by Lisa Swenson Ruble

Featuring Kelly Milestone Baby Mat by Kelly Ventura 
size: 54” x 42”

this is a digital representation of the quilt top, fabric may vary.

So easy, just add 
backing and binding!
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KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

A 51728DP-X Multi
1 

panel
Trim panel to measure 54” x 42”. Note: panel size

may vary slightly; trim panel to ¼” past design edges. 

B 40171-13
for binding ½ (5) 2¼” x WOF strips for binding.

C Scrap Fabric (any color) FQ (2) 9-1/2” squares.*

Batting 60” x 48”; (1) 9-1/2” square

Backing 2¾

Cutting Notes: Be sure to read the entire pattern before you begin. See note below regarding heart marker material.

*Optional: The heart marker can also be made using one layer of wool felt. Cut out the heart  
template, transfer the markings to (1) 9-1/2” square of felt, and cut out. 

Making the Mat

1. Layer panel piece, batting and backing together to form a quilt sandwich. Baste and quilt as desired. 

2. Bind using 2¼” B strips.

Making the Marker 
3. Cut out the full paper heart outline template. Pin it to (1) C 9-1/2” square and mark the outer and inner 
heart shapes using a fabric marking pen. Layer the unmarked C 9-1/2” square right side down, then the  
batting square, and then marked square right side up. Pin layers together. Stitch 1/4” inside the outer 
marked line and 1/4” outside the inner marked line as shown. 

4. Using a pinking shears to prevent frayed edges, cut out the heart 1/4” past the outer stitching line,  
cutting through all (3) layers). Cut out 1/4” inside the inner stitching line in the same manner to complete 
your heart. 

PROJECT DISCLAIMER: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good 
faith, however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when  
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as  
possible. We suggest you check windhamfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.  
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.
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Heart Marker Template
Shown at 100%. 
Print at full size.
Fold (1) 9” square of paper 
in half and position fold 
on the half heart dotted 
line. Trace half heart shape 
and cut out through both 
layers. Unfold to create full 
heart outline shape.

Full heart shape  
(not at full size)

1” square


